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1. Start in front of building AA, and walk west toward end of sidewalk.

1. Start in front of building AA, and walk west toward end of sidewalk.

2. At end of sidewalk, turn right toward roadway, staying on sidewalk
through Lot 1.

2. At end of sidewalk, turn right toward roadway, staying on sidewalk
through Lot 1.

3. At roadway, turn right to follow sidewalk toward Brookside Parkway.

3. At roadway, turn right to follow sidewalk toward Brookside Parkway.

4. Turn right on Brookside Parkway, and follow sidewalk all the way
to the building AB road entrance near Lot 4. (You’ll pass the road
entrance between buildings AA and AB next to Lot 3 on the way.)

4. Turn right on Brookside Parkway, and follow sidewalk all the way
to the building AB road entrance near Lot 4. (You’ll pass the road
entrance between buildings AA and AB next to Lot 3 on the way.)

5. Turn right into the building AB road entrance, and follow sidewalk
around Lot 3.

5. Turn right into the building AB road entrance, and follow sidewalk
around Lot 3.

6. Pass the entrance to Lot 5, and keep walking past building AB.

6. Pass the entrance to Lot 5, and keep walking past building AB.

7. Once you pass building AB, take a left.

7. Once you pass building AB, take a left.

8. When you reach the end of the sidewalk, take a right toward Lot 7.

8. When you reach the end of the sidewalk, take a right toward Lot 7.

9. Walk through Lot 7 toward building AA.

9. Walk through Lot 7 toward building AA.

10. After you cross Lot 7, take a right to get on the sidewalk alongside
building AA.

10. After you cross Lot 7, take a right to get on the sidewalk alongside
building AA.

11. Pass through the free speech zone, and take a left to return to the
starting point in front of building AA.

11. Pass through the free speech zone, and take a left to return to the
starting point in front of building AA.
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Times are approximate.

Vigorous pace
7 minutes at 5 mph

Moderate pace
12 minutes at 3 mph
________

Leisurely pace
18 minutes
________

Times are approximate.
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18 minutes
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